PENDULUMTM DAIRY GATES
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
NZ PATENT NO. 335310

Phone +64 7 889 7769
Fax
+64 7 8897797
Email david@leask.co.nz

Main Road, Tatuanui
R.D.4 Morrinsville 3374

PART LIST
PART No.

DESCRIPTION

No. PER KITSET

1

Gate Frame

Assembled

2

Head plate and shaft

1 Left

3

Head arm

1 Right

4

Counterweight
Counterweight arm

2
1 Left, 1 Right

5

Linkage arm

2 [4 Pieces]

6

Crank lever

2

7

Control rod support plate

2

8

Over lock stop

2

9

Secondary arm

1 Left, 1 Right

10

Top gate stop

2

11

Control rod ring

20

12

Control rod collar

2

13

Handle

10

14

Carrier Beam

NOT SUPPLIED

15

Bearing plate

2

16

Stay strap

2

17

Bearing and housing

4

18

Bottom gate stop

2

19

Pivot arm

2

21

Adjustment lever

2

22

Secondary arm guide roller

2

20
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NOTES FOR THE ABOVE

1. Gate to be fully open hard against stop when fitting Bottom Guide [22] – as
explained in Instruction No. 6
2. Note, linkage arm over locked holding gate in open position as explained in
Instruction No. 7 and No. 9
3. Fit Secondary Arm Bottom Guide [22] in this position with gate fully open as
explained in Instruction No. 6. Make sure the secondary arm [9] moves freely in this
roller in open through to closed position.
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When Breech Rail Post is close to pit edge, plate [7] may need to be packed out from post to
give linkage arm [5] working clearance. For 90 degree cow stand approximate 75mm or 3
inches.

CARRIER BEAM – Not supplied
The carrier beam [14] is firmly fitted between the breech rail support post and the wall. The
carrier beam should be 1.830 meters clear of the platform and fitted on the angle the gate is
to work.
The beams should be made of 50 NB galvanized pipe and be firmly supported.

FITTING THE PENDULUM GATES
1. Set the bearing [15] to the underside of the carrier beam with the center of the plate
535mm from the back of the support post [as shown on page 3]. The plate should be
level and square to the beam and, as shown in the plan on page 10 with 30mm only
showing on the side away from the gate.
2. Weld stay straps [16] to the bearing plate and the carrier beam and finish welding
the bearing plate to the beam.
3. Fit the bearings and the gate. Check that the gate will swing to its full height to the
side of the carrier beam with about 5mm clearance. Tighten bearings, bolts and set
screws.
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4. With the gate open to the height required as per plan on page 3, fix the top stop pin
[10]. This is best fitted to a 25 NB pipe riser welded to the carrier beam. Fit rubber
buffer to pin.
5. Attach the weight arm and balance weight [4].
6. Fit the bottom guide unit [22] with the gate fully open. To line the gate and the
secondary arm adjust at the bearings on the gate head. Make sure the secondary
arm [9] moves freely in this roller in open through to closed position.

PIT CONTROL RAIL
The pit control rails are 15 NB galvanized pipe running the length of the pit to the
gates. For each side, ten rings [11] and a pin fitted to the support plate [7] are
supplied to support the rails which, when fitted should be free and easy to rotate.
Five handles [13] are provided for each side to be placed: one to the rear of the first
cow and others at intervals along the pit rail. The handles should be carefully placed
so that cows sitting back hard on the breech rail cannot unlock the gates.
Handles should be near vertical when closed.

FITTING – Fit pit control rails at this stage [after Instruction No. 6]
Weld rings [11] to the back of the zigzag or straight rail, placing the first one close to
the gate as shown in the plan on page 4. Fit the support plate [7] to the front breech
post, cutting the plate if necessary. Carefully line up the pin with the control rail.
Place the collar [12] onto the rail and weld the control crank lever [6] 80‐100mm
from the end of the rail. When cool, grease the inside end of the rail before sliding it
onto the pin and locking it into place with the collar. Check for free rotation of the
rail. DO NOT FIT HANDLES YET. Do this when the gate is fitted and adjusted.

7. With the gate held hard down in the closed position and the pit crank lever [6] in the
vertical up position, fit the linkage arms [5] as per page 4, the bent arm to the
bottom. Overlap and CLAMP the arms together, [shorten the arms if necessary].
Note* ‐ 2 pairs of vise grips are great for clamping. Hold with the clamps only – Do
not weld until ALL gate fittings and adjustments have been completed. Check for
binding of the linkage through the full movement of the gate. The gate should now
over lock and hold in the open position. If it does not – Remove clamps and re‐clamp
linkage arms [5] to a shorter length. Repeat this step until the gate overlocks and
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holds in the closed position. Also refer to Instruction No. 9 on page 9 “Adjusting the
gate settings.

8. Fit the overlock stop pin [8]. The crank lever [6] will go over centre of the top and
bottom pivot points by about 30mm. If this movement over centre is not enough the
gate will not lock securely into the closed position. Fit all stop pins with the rubber
buffers supplied.
9. Adjusting the gate settings.

The slide adjuster arm [21] in the gate head alters the length of the gate swing. Start
adjustments with the slide out about 65mm. The shorter the arm the longer the
swing. The linkage arm [5] length centralizes the gate between stops.
NOTE: A very small movement in either of these adjustments can make a large
difference to the gate placement and swing and altering one adjustment can affect
the other.
Use the clamps for the adjustments until the correct gate settings have been
achieved. Further fine adjustments may be made by adjusting the linkage rod ends.
The gate should have the same overlock pressure for the open and closed positions.
If the pressure is uneven adjust the length of the linkage arm. If the pressure is even
but either too soft or too hard adjust the length of the slide adjuster arm.
The gate should seat firmly enough against the stops as the lever overlocks to
prevent bouncing. If the overlock action goes too far it will allow the gate to come
away from the stop and bounce even though the pressure is correct.
Now weld linkage arms [5] together with a weld top and bottom, then remove the
clamp.
10. When the gate is well balanced it will be as light and easy to open as to close.
Adjusting the weight arm at the base [moving it in arc] will even the weight required
on the handle to open and close the gate. Adjust the weight up the arm for lightness.
FITTING THE PENDULUM GATES – Continued
11. With the gate locked in the closed position open the pivoting arm [19] out to its full
extent [clamping the arm in this opened position makes the next stage easier]. The
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pivot arm stop must be fitted so that the pivot arm [19] is fully extended when the
gate is in the closed position. Part [18] is supplied in the kitset. You will need 32 NB
galvanized pipe to construct a support off the front headrail post as shown on page
9. Check that the gate swings past this stop and closes the pivot arm [19] while
moving to the open position.
It is also important that when the gate is locked in the closed position there is a
guide to support the gate should a cow push against it. The gate should not touch
the guide, therefore give up to 25mm clearance, see page 10.
NOTE
The gate MUST be still captive in the guide when fully closed.
Check all bolts and set screws for tightness and your gates are ready for trouble free
service.
DO NOT use front handles at the gate to stop cows as they watch and try to beat the
operator and do not see the gate closing.
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GATE IN CLOSED POSITION

GATE IN OPEN POSITION
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